Senior Mobile Engineer, Manager
Technology · Delhi, India or Accra, Ghana

Job Summary:

You are an experienced, hands-on senior mobile engineer, with experience building solid and stable Android applications. You are also eager to participate in engineering and maintaining the next generation of Worldreader’s apps, visited by thousands of users a month. You’ll be responsible for the code health and ongoing evolution, and will take care of the entire lifecycle of the different apps. The products you develop are used globally to help children and adults learn and improve their reading skills.

Besides writing amazing code, you’ll be in charge of managing our vendor resources to ensure that the work is done in a coordinated manner, on time and on budget. You’ll ensure that the best architectural decisions are made and that the code quality is up to our standards. You’ll work closely with the Product Team to ensure that their requirements are clearly defined and you’ll provide technical guidance to ensure that the solution is satisfactory and performant.

This position will report to the Senior Director of Technology.

Responsibilities:

- In-house expert in all things Android native
- Work side by side with Product Team to ensure our apps respond to the business needs
- Collaborate closely with the Data and Backend teams to ensure fast and coordinated response to business requirements
- Model and support the streamlining of a unified/consistent coding best practice
- Vendor management

Qualifications

- 4+ years of professional experience as a software engineer
- 4+ years of experience with Android development
- Knowledge of Clean Architecture
- Experience with Kotlin, Dagger, Retrofit, Guava Futures, Coroutines
- Proven experience successfully building software at scale
- Experienced with the full application life cycle from design through coding, testing, deployment, and support
- English language proficiency; intermediate or above
Nice to Have

- Kotlin Multiplatform experience
- Swift / iOS development experience
- Degree/certificate in Software Engineering, Computer Science, or related field(s)

To apply, please email your resume to Worldreader’s recruiting agency: resume@socialsynthesis.in